Data protection declaration for the Discovery-Service „Research Profiles“ from Gutenberg Research Elements

https://researchelements.uni-mainz.de/
https://researchprofiles.uni-mainz.de/

Scope of this privacy policy

These notes apply to the Discovery Service of Gutenberg Resarch Elements with the domain "https://jgu-test.discovery.symplectic.org". Insofar as cross-references (links) are made to the content of other providers, their data may be used according to principles other than those presented here.

Further information can be found in the general privacy policy of the Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz.

Cookies
When calling up individual pages, no cookies are used. This also applies to temporary or session cookies.

Input forms

All data entered on input forms and the returned contents are transmitted via an encrypted connection (https/SSL).

User data

The service does not use user accounts and does not collect user data.

Logging
For security reasons, the IP addresses are logged for all requests to this service. However, no other identifiable user information is collected. A transfer to third parties does